Fathers Day Gifts Honoring Dad's Irreplaceable Role in the Family Created by Loving Heart Jewelry Designer

Sentimental gift and heart jewelry designer, Jean Schnaak feels passionate about honoring Dad's irreplaceable role in the family and the life of his children. The Pocket Heart™ Loving Heart™ Pin and the gift of a live tree for planting in Dad's honor are popular Fathers Day Gifts through The Loving Heart Collection by Jean Schnaak® e-boutique: http://www.lovingheartcollection.com/categories/fathers-day-sentimental-gifts-for-dad-
sentimental-fathers-day-gifts-for-him

Cary, NC (PRWEB) June 2, 2008 -- Passionate about honoring Dad on his special day, sentimental gift and jewelry designer Jean Schnaak provides Fathers Day gift giving solutions to shoppers through Loving Heart, LLC e-boutique (http://www.lovingheartcollection.com/categories/fathers-day-sentimental-gifts-for-dad-
sentimental-fathers-day-gifts-for-him). Loving Heart anticipates strong sales this season for gifts that express love and respect for Dad. "Father's Day is the perfect occasion to acknowledge a fathers irreplaceable role in the family and in the life of his children." "Instead of a card that gets tossed away, give him a gift that symbolizes the love of his family everyday!" emphasizes Schnaak. The most popular sentimental gifts for men from the designer's line of heart jewelry are the Pocket Heart™ and the Loving Heart™ Pin. Both heart gifts offer the golfer a symbol of his family's love as he goes out to play.

The Loving Heart™ Pin (http://www.lovingheartcollection.com/products/sterling-silver-loving-heart-pin) is the only sentimental gift of heart jewelry specifically created for a man to wear discreetly inside of a favorite jacket over his heart. In that discreet location, it serves as a private reminder of the love of another and the special bond they share. For the dad who loves golf, Loving Heart, LLC encourages sending Dad out to play this Father's Day with the Loving Heart™ Pin secured to his golf bag or the cover of his favorite golf club as a symbol of his family's love for him. Another Fathers Day gift for men, the solid sterling silver or solid 10k gold Pocket Heart™ (http://www.lovingheartcollection.com/products/loving-heart-sterling-silver-pocket-heart-
sentimental-gift-with-verse-card-to-express-love-for-someone-special) mingles well with coins in a man's pocket. As a gift for the golfer Dad, the Pocket Heart™ can serve as a ball marker on the green. Each of these sentimental gifts of heart jewelry will let Dad know he has been sent out to play this Fathers Day with his family's blessings! Price points for these items begin at $45 upwards to $475.

In addition to sentimental gifts of heart jewelry, Loving Heart shares Fathers Day Gift ideas for creating a memorable event for Dad and the entire family this Fathers Day. Suggestions include gathering the kids around Dad to present him with a tiny tree in his honor. "A little lemonade and a garden spade will create a sweet memory with Dad on Fathers Day" states Mrs. Schnaak. Fathers Day Gifts for planting include the Oak Seedling Memory Tree (http://www.lovingheartcollection.com/products/oak-tree-seedling-memory-tree-
memorial-remembrance-gifts-fathers-day-gift) and the Plant an Oak Tree Seed http://www.lovingheartcollection.com/products/live-tree-seed-memory-tree-seed-gift-plant-a-tree-fathers-day-
gift). Both are available for $40, a good price point for Fathers Day Gifts.
"I was never a fan of sitcoms with a continued theme of cheap laughs at the expense of the dad." "It has been my unwavering passion to create sentimental gifts for men that let them know they are loved and respected," Schnaak adds.

Gifts from www.lovingheartcollection.com are strong sellers for Anniversaries, Graduations, Mother's Day,
Father's Day, Valentine's Day and as Bereavement, Sympathy and Inspirational Gifts. Loving Heart™ gifts have also found favor among brides in search of wedding party gifts, gifts for the mother and father of the bride and among couples separated by travel or military service.

Loving Heart, LLC
Founded in 1995, Loving Heart LLC is lead by Jean Schnaak, entrepreneur, professional nurse and jewelry designer. The company's mission is to make the world a better place, one relationship at a time. To accomplish this Loving Heart aims to help people express their love to others through a line of fine heart jewelry accompanied by verses that are expressions of their love. The Loving Heart Collection by Jean Schnaak® includes Loving Heart™ pocket hearts, heart pins, necklaces and earrings each accompanied by a Loving Heart™ verse card of the buyer's choice based on the recipient and gift-giving occasion. Verse cards are available in English, Italian, French, Spanish, German, Danish, Norwegian, Portuguese and Chinese. The jewelry designs are simple, elegant expressions of love and symbolic of the special bond shared by two people. Loving Heart™ sentimental gifts fill a unique niche -- they help customers express with verses what they feel in their hearts -- "I love you" -- in a simple, sentimental way.
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